EVENTS ORGANIZED BY THE ELIE WIESEL NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR THE HOLOCAUST IN ROMANIA DURING THE LAST 2 YEARS
(COORDINATOR ELISABETH UNGUREANU)

13-18 July 2014

*The National Contest ‘The memory of the Holocaust’* organized at Lugoj by the Ministry of National Education in collaboration with ’Elie Wiesel’ Institute, The Precept Ministries Foundation and the Memorial Library in New York. The event was attended by 84 students in general and high school from all-around Romania.

13-23 July 2014

`*How was it possible? The memory of the Holocaust*` - an international art camp organized in collaboration with the Holocaust Museum-Yad Vashem. The camp took place in Romania, at Bușteni and was attended by 15 plastic artists from Macedonia and Romania. During the first days of the workshop the young artists attended some lectures on the Holocaust in Romania and in Macedonia, offered by ’Elie Wiesel’ and Yad Vashem researchers and by H.E. Mr. Pande Lazarevski, Ambassador of Macedonia in Romania. The event also included survivor testimonies.

The works of art made by the artists during the camp period were exhibited in October 2014 at the European Public Space in Romania.
October 15- National Conference `Fighting fascism, racism, xenophobia and the cult of persons guilty of crimes against peace and humanity´ organized in collaboration with The Chamber of Deputies and the The Prosecutor’s Office attached to The High Court of Cassation and Justice.

November 2014

The launch of the photographic album `Iasi Pogrom` by Radu Ioanid at Gaudeamus, International Book Fair. The volume was published with the support of `Elie Wiesel´ Institute and the United States Holocaust Memorial in Washington. The volume include archive photos and testimonies from the Iasi Pogrom.

December 2014

The launch of the book `Bunica fetita si povestea ei` (`The grandmother-girl and her story`). This is a book for children, written by Suzana Raweh, a survivor of the Holocaust in Romania. The event was attended by students in Junior school of 7 to 10 years old who watched a play with shadows and dolls that presented them the story of the author.
February-March 2015

“The Holocaust, the combating of racism and discrimination” teacher training session organized at the Teacher’s House in Bacau.

April 2015

The program ‘Alternative School: to know more, to be better!’ - an educational programme organized by the Ministry of National Education that is meant to offer the students alternative form and sources of learning. ‘Elie Wiesel’ National Institute for the Study of the Holocaust in Romania was partner in this programme and organized different activities for almost 200 students from general and high schools in Bucharest. The activities included: lectures offered by the ‘Elie Wiesel` experts, film screening, survivor testimonies.

April-May 2015

The art exhibition ‘The Memory of the Holocaust’ organized by ‘Elie Wiesel’ Institute with the support of the Polytechnic University in Bucharest and 6th District City Hall. The exhibition presented a selection of the paintings made by the artists that participated at the art camp organized by the Institute during the last 7 years.
July 2015

*Summer school ‘The Holocaust in Romania between history and reception’ at Lugoj organized by the ‘Elie Wiesel’ Institute in collaboration with The Olga Lengyel Institute & The Memorial Library and the Precept Ministres Foundation. The summer school was attended by 32 young researchers, MA students and PhD candidates in Social Sciences field.*